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1 Introdution
Equilibrium phase transitions, e.g. the transition at 0
◦
C from water to an ie-
rystal, are ommon phenomena in nature. Suh phase transitions between a
disordered high temperature phase and an ordered low temperature one are
rather well understood and an be theoretially desribed within statistial
mehanis. Given the interation between the speies (partiles, spins, et.)
the partition funtion an be alulated, in priniple. Its logarithm yields, e.g.
for a anonial ensemble, the free energy whih is singular at the equilibrium
transition point. This allows to x this point from rst priniples.
Besides suh order-disorder transitions there also exist transitions between
disordered phases. Exluding liquid-liquid transitions these will be alled glass
transitions. A prominent example is the transition from a superooled melt
of SiO2-moleules to an amorphous phase whih is the well-known window
glass. One distinguishes two types of glass transitions: spin glass transitions
[1, 2℄ and strutural glass transitions [3, 4, 5, 6℄. Their main dierene is
that the former our mostly in systems with quenhed disorder and for the
latter the disorder is self-generated. We stress that this lassiation should
not be taken too strit sine there are also models without quenhed disorder
showing spin glass behavior [7℄. Typial systems undergoing a strutural glass
transition are liquids, partiularly moleular liquids, like the famous example
of SiO2. In reent years investigations of spei spin glass models, e.g. Potts
glass and so-alled p-spin models with p ≥ 3 where p spins are oupled by
randomly frozen-in (i.e. quenhed) innite range interations, have revealed
some similarities with strutural glasses [8℄. We will ome bak to this point
in the 4th hapter.
In ontrast to onventional order-disorder transitions, glass transitions are
less well understood. There is a broad onsensus that a spin glass transition
exists and that an appropriately disorder-averaged free energy is singular at
the transition point in ase of mean eld models, i.e. models with innite
range interations or innite dimensions. But this is less obvious for short
range interations. The situation for the strutural glass transition is even
less satisfatory, although substantial progress has been made in the last two
deades.
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In this artile we will mainly fous on the strutural glass transition. Spin
glass behavior and spin glass transition will be disussed in this monograph
by H. Horner. For further details and referenes on spin glasses, the reader
may onsult his ontribution.
As mentioned above, strutural glasses an be obtained by ooling a liq-
uid. In order to bypass rystallization one has to hoose a nite ooling rate.
For good glassformers, like SiO2, this rate an be rather modest whereas bad
glassformers, like most metalli glasses, require extremely high ooling rates.
Under suh a ooling proess the shear visosity η(T ) inreases. Close to the
so-alled alorimetri glass transition temperature Tg the superooled liquid
falls out of equilibrium and beomes a glass. At Tg thermodynamial quan-
tities like density n(T ), spei heat cp(T ) at onstant pressure, et. show
ross-over behavior, i.e. the slope of n(T ) and cp(T ) make a more or less
well pronouned jump, depending on the ooling rate. Tg itself depends on
the ooling rate, too. Although Tg plays an important pratial role, it is
less interesting from a fundamental point of view, due to its ooling rate
dependene. Besides Tg there are at least three more harateristi temper-
atures T0, TK and Tc. For many glass formers, η(T ) an be tted by the
Vogel-Fulher-Tammann law
η(T ) = C exp
A
kB(T − T0) , T ≥ T0 (1)
with A > 0 and C > 0. The shear visosity diverges at T0. Extrapolat-
ing the exess entropy S
exess
(T ) of the superooled liquid with respet to
the rystalline phase to lower temperatures there is the so-alled Kauzmann
temperature TK at whih Sexess vanishes:
S
exess
(TK) = 0 . (2)
Sine it is argued that a disordered phase should not have a smaller entropy
than the rystalline one, S
exess
an not beome negative. Therefore, the sys-
tem has to undergo a stati glass transition at TK . This onlusion, however,
is not ompelling, sine there exists inverse melting, i.e. liquids freeze when
heated or rystals melt when ooled [9℄. In that ase the total entropy of the
rystal is higher than that of the liquid. A reent disussion of the Kauzmann
problem an be found in Ref. [10℄. Tg, T0 and TK have played an essential
role for many deades. In 1984 quite a new theoretial approah, the mode
oupling theory [11℄, has shown that there is a ritial temperature Tc, at
whih a dynamial glass transition takes plae. One of the main features is
that the nonergodiity parameters f(q, T ) whih an be onsidered as glass
order parameters hange disontinuously at Tc:
f(q, T ) =
{
0 , T > Tc
> 0 , T ≤ Tc . (3)
Sine then numerous experimental investigations and omputer simulations
were stimulated (see reviews [12, 13℄ and Ref. [14, 15℄). They have shown
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new harateristi dynamial features lose to the dynamial glass transition
point Tc onsistent with mode oupling theory (see also the ontribution by
U. Buhenau in this monograph).
This short exposition of some of the harateristis of glassy behavior
should have given a rst impression on how diverse the phenomena in the
glass transition region an be. Therefore it is obvious that a suessful theo-
retial desription whih overs all faets is extremely hard. There are mainly
two possible theoretial approahes: phenomenologial or mirosopi ones.
Phenomenologial theories start from some of the phenomena of glasses, and
are named thereafter. Based on these phenomena a theoretial desription
is developed apable of desribing the observed phenomena. In several ases
appealing physial pitures are used. However, a ouple of assumptions are
made whih are not proven. The preditive power of suh phenomenologial
approahes is rather limited. This is quite dierent from amirosopi theory.
By mirosopi we mean that the physial quantities an be alulated from
rst priniples if the interations between the speies are given. Sine the
glass transition region is loated at rather high temperature quantum eets
an be negleted. Therefore, a mirosopi theory starts from a lassial N -
body problem. The next hapter will disuss some of the phenomenologial
theories. The major part of this artile is devoted to mirosopi theories:
The 3rd hapter desribes mode oupling theory and the 4th hapter the
replia theory for strutural glasses.
Finally we want to stress that the present ontribution presents a seletion
and does not aim to be omplete. This holds mainly for the phenomenologi-
al models. We also do not disuss the potential energy landsapepotential
energy landsape approah [16℄ whih reently has led to new interesting re-
sults [17, 18℄. Almost all of them were obtained from omputer simulations. It
would be desirable to omplement these investigations by analytial theories.
2 PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACHES
The presentation in this hapter will be rather short. More details and addi-
tional phenomenologial approahes an be found in the monographs [3, 5, 6℄
and in the review [4℄.
2.1 Adam-Gibbs Theory
In 1965 Adam and Gibbs suggested a theory based on the assumption that
dynamially ooperative regions our when dereasing the temperature to-
wards the glass transition point [19℄. The partiles in these regions perform
ooperative motion, whih leads to a redution of the ongurational degrees
of freedom. Here we follow the desription of Adam-Gibbs theory as given in
Ref. [4℄. The basis of that theory is a number of assumptions:
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Fig. 1. Illustration of dynamially ooperative regions (one of them is shown as
hathed). Left part: high temperature; right part: low temperatures
1) For given temperature T there are dynamially ooperative regions la-
beled by 1, . . . , i, . . . , n(T ) with N1(T ), . . . , Ni(T ), . . . , Nn(T )(T ) partiles.
The number n(T ) of regions dereases with dereasing temperature (see
Fig. 1). Due to the onservation of N , the total number of partiles, it is:
n(T )∑
i=1
Ni(T ) = N . (4)
2) These regions take two ongurations, only. Aordingly the entropy s
per region is:
s = kB ln 2 . (5)
The assumptions that eah region takes two ongurations, only, is not
ruial, but it should be a nite number of order one.
3) Flutuations of Ni(T ) are small, i.e. it is:
Ni(T ) ≈ N0(T ) = N/n(T ) . (6)
beause of Eq. (4).
With these three assumptions we an relate the average number N0(T ) of
partiles within a dynamially ooperative region to the ongurational
entropy:
Sc(T ) = kB ln [number of total ongurations] . (7)
With 2n(T ), the number of total ongurations we get from Eq. (7) by use
of Eq. (6):
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N0(T ) = NkB ln 2/Sc(T ) (8)
i.e. N0(T ) and therefore the size of those regions is inversely proportional
to the ongurational entropy. This is plausible sine the number of pos-
sible ongurations dereases with inreasing N0(T ).
The next important steps are to assume:
4) There is a temperature TK at whih N0(T ) beomes innite (for N =∞),
Then Eq. (8) implies
Sc(T ) =
{
> 0 , T > TK
= 0 , T ≤ TK , (9)
i.e TK is the Kauzmann temperature [20℄.
5) The transition between both ongurations of a region is an ativated
proess with an ativation energy:
E(T ) = e0N0(T ) (10)
where e0 may be weakly T -dependent. Then the transition time τ(T ) is given
by:
τ(T ) ∼ exp(βE(T )) = exp(βe0N0(T )) . (11)
Substituting N0 from Eq. (8), we arrive at:
τ(T ) ∼ exp
[
e0N ln 2
TSc(T )
]
. (12)
Assuming that S(T ) vanishes linearly at TK we obtain from Eq. (12) the
Vogel-Fulher-Tammann law lose to TK :
τ(T ) ∼ exp
[
e0N ln 2
TKS′c(TK)(T − TK)
]
(13)
with T0 = TK .
This example demonstrates that the appealing piture of dynamially oop-
erative regions in ombination with several assumptions allows to derive the
Vogel-Fulher-Tammann law. But it also shows that no additional preditions
are made. Furthermore, it is obvious that the growth of the dynamially o-
operative regions would be aomplished by a divergent length sale, whih,
however, has never been found in experiments or omputer simulations.
2.2 Free-volume theory
This phenomenologial desription has been made by Cohen and Turnbull
in 1959 [21℄. In order to illustrate their idea we hoose a system of hard
spheres with average density n. Let us x the positions of all spheres exept
of the i-th sphere. Then the i-th sphere an move freely in the so-alled free
6 Rolf S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Fig. 2. Illustration of the free volume of one sphere (full irle) within a xed
ongurations of other spheres (open irles). The free volume is shown as hathed
regions. Upper panel: T > T0 for whih the free volume forms a perolation luster.
Lower panel: T < T0 for whih the free volume does not perolate but gets loalized.
volume υf(i) (see Fig. 2). Although υf (j) is orrelated with υf (i) for i 6= j
one assumes:
1) Every sphere has a free volume υf :
i→ υf(i) (14)
2) υf(i) are independent random numbers with probability density p(υf )
whih is assumed to be exponential:
p(υf ) = N exp(−υf/υ¯f) (15)
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with the mean free volume per partile:
υ¯f =
1
N
N∑
i=1
υf(i) (16)
where N is a normalization onstant.
3) It is obvious that υf (i) and therefore υ¯f dereases with inreasing den-
sity or dereasing temperature (in ase of soft partiles). An essential
assumption is that there is a temperature T0 > 0 suh that the mean free
volume vanishes at T0:
υ¯f (T ) =
{
α(T − T0) , T ≥ T0
0 , T < T0
(17)
with α the expansion oeient.
4) The inverse shear visosity is proportional to the probability that the free
volume per partile is larger than a ertain value υ∗f , i.e.:
η−1(T ) ∼
∞∫
υ∗
f
dυfp(υf). (18)
Substituting Eq. (15) and Eq. (17) into Eq. (18) we get the Vogel-Fulher-
Tammann law:
η(T ) ∼ exp
[
υ∗f
α(T − T0)
]
. (19)
2.3 Extended free-volume theory
The free volume theory has been extended by Cohen and Grest [22℄. The
main idea of this extension is to make a onnetion between the glass transi-
tion and perolation. If the density n (temperature T ) is below ng (above Tg)
the individual free volumes υf (i) overlap or, in other words, the free volume
perolates in suh a way that a (marosopi) perolation luster exists (see
upper panel of Fig. 2). In this ase a partile an move marosopi distanes,
i.e the diusion onstant is nite. Now, inreasing n (dereasing T ) there may
exist a ritial value ng (or Tg) at whih the perolation luster disappears
whih implies that the partiles beome loalized in a glass phase with zero
diusion (see lower panel of Fig. 2). If this senario would be orret the glass
transition point would oinide with the perolation threshold of the free vol-
umes υf(i). Sine perolation is well understood [23℄ this relationship would
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imply several harateristi features, e.g. the fratal nature of the perolation
luster, lose to ng (or Tg). However, there is no experimental evidene for
suh a fratal behavior. The main ritique on the free volume theory is that
the density used in the lower panel of Fig. 2 to demonstrate the loalization
of the free volume still orresponds to a liquid. Computer simulations show
that the density of a liquid of e.g. hard diss is already higher than that used
in the lower panel of Fig. 2. Aordingly, the free volume, as dened above,
is already loalized in the liquid phase.
2.4 Gibbs-DiMarzio theory
This approah is not really phenomenologial. But the model whih has been
studied by Gibbs and DiMarzio is very speial and has a limited range of ap-
pliability. Therefore it is inluded in this hapter. The model by Gibbs and
DiMarzio is apable to explain the vanishing of the ongurational entropy
[24℄. A system with N polymers on a ubi lattie with Ns lattie sites is on-
sidered. Eah polymer onsists of l monomers and an form onformations
labeled by 1, 2, · · · , i, · · · . Let ni be the number of polymers with onforma-
tion i and P ({ni}, N,Ns) the probability that N polymers on a lattie with
Ns sites built a set {ni} of onformations. Assoiating an energy εi with eah
individual onformation the total energy E is given by:
E =
∑
i
niεi . (20)
Then the number of ongurations Ω(E,N,Ns) with energy E is:
Ω(E,N,Ns) =
∑
{ni}
P ({ni}, N,Ns) δ(E −
∑
i
εini) (21)
from whih one obtains the ongurational entropy:
Sc(E,N,Ns) = kB lnΩ(E,N,Ns) . (22)
Of ourse, the nontrivial problem is to determine P and to perform the sum
over {ni} in Eq. (21). Making use of a mean eld approximation due to Flory
and Huggins [25℄ one nally gets a ritial energy EK , whih orresponds to
the Kauzmann temperature TK with:
Sc(E,N,Ns) =
{
> 0 , E > EK
= 0 , E ≤ EK . (23)
Sine mean eld approximations tend to produe phase transitions even for
systems whih do not show suh transitions, the validity of results Eq. (23)
is not obvious.
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3 MICROSCOPIC THEORY: MODE COUPLING
THEORY
We hope that the short presentation in the 2nd hapter has demonstrated
that the status of those phenomenologial theories is not satisfatory. Al-
though, plausible physial pitures are involved they are based on a ouple
of ruial assumptions. However, the validity of those remain ompletely un-
lear. This demands for a mirosopi approah based on rst priniples.
For the rst time, suh an approah to strutural glass transitions was made
in 1984 by Bengtzelius, Götze and Sjölander [11℄. Starting from the liquid
side these authors applied the mode oupling theory (MCT), developed by
Kawasaki [26℄ in order to desribe the ritial slowing down lose to a ritial
point, to the relaxation of the density utuations in a superooled liquid.
The result is an equation of motion (see below) for the intermediate satter-
ing funtion S(q, t) for a simple liquid whih an be measured by neutron-
and light sattering (see the ontributions by U. Buhenau and J. B. Suk in
this monograph). The properties of the solution S(q, t) of the MCT-equations
were mainly investigated in great detail by Götze and his oworkers. These
results an be found in the reviews [27, 28, 29, 12, 13℄ and in their referenes.
Sine most glass formers are moleular systems whih involve translational
and rotational degrees of freedom, MCT had been extended to a single linear
moleule in a simple liquid by Franosh et al. [30℄ and to a liquid of linear
moleules and arbitrary moleules by Sheidsteger and the author [31℄ and by
Fabbian et al. [15℄, respetively. This was aomplished by the use of the ten-
sorial formalism whih allows the separation of translational and rotational
degrees of freedom. Alternatively, one an also use a site-site representation
for moleular systems. MCT based on suh a desription was worked out by
Chong and Hirata [32℄ and Chong, Götze and Singh [33℄.
Before disussing MCT let us antiipate that the derivation of the MCT-
equations requires some more or less strong approximations. Although, these
approximations an not be ontrolled, e.g. due to the lak of a smallness
parameter, it is interesting to notie that the MCT-equations for a simple
liquid were also obtained by quite dierent approahes whih are the use
of generalized utuating hydrodynamis by Kirkpatrik [34℄ and Das and
Mazenko [35℄, density funtional theory by Kirkpartik and Wolynes [36℄ and
reently by the use of the equation of motion for the mirosopi density
ρ(q, t) in onjuntion with assuming the density utuations to be Gaussian
by Zaarelli et al. [37℄. That these quite dierent approahes lead to the
same mathematial struture of the MCT-equations shows its robustness.
In addition, it has been argued that the MCT-equations beome even exat
in innite dimensions [36℄. Further support for MCT omes from a spherial
model (without quenhed disorder) [38℄ and for spin glass models with in-
nite range interations (see Ref. [8, 39℄ and their referenes) for whih the
orresponding q-independent MCT-equation has been proven to be exat.
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Now we will turn to the disussion of MCT. This will be done in two
setions. In the rst one we present the derivation of the MCT-equations and
in the seond one the properties of their solutions.
3.1 Derivation of the MCT-equations
We will restrit ourself to a simple liquid of N idential partiles with mass
m in a nite volume V . We assume two-body interations υ(x−x′) suh that
the lassial hamiltonian is given by:
H({xi}, {pi}) =
∑
n
1
2m
p2n + V ({xi}) (24)
with the potential energy:
V ({xi}) = 1
2
∑
i6=j
υ(xi − xj) (25)
{xi} and {pi} are the orresponding positions and momenta, respetively.
Fixing an initial point {xi}, {pi} in phase spae, the phase spae point
{xi(t)}, {pi(t)} at time t is determined by Newtonian's equation of motion
or equivalently by the hermitean Liouville operator:
xi(t) = e
iLtxi , pi(t) = e
iLtpi . (26)
Of ourse, one an not solve these equations of motion for a marosopi
system. Therefore one has to use a theoretial framework whih restrits
itself on the relevant variables. For a liquid this is the mirosopi density:
ρ(x, t) =
∑
n
δ(x− xn(t)) (27)
where the dependene of the positions xn(t) on the initial point {xi}, {pi}
is suppressed. Now we reall that ρ(x, t) will have a slowly varying part in
the strongly superooled regime, besides fast motions (vibrations) around the
quasi-equilibrium positions. Therefore, we an onsider ρ(x, t) or its Fourier
transform
ρ(q, t) =
∑
n
eiqxn(t) = eiLt ρ(q) (28)
as a slow variable. If ρ(q, t) is slow, then the urrent density
j(q, t) =
∑
n
1
m
pn(t)e
iqxn(t)
is slow, too, sine it is related to ρ(q, t) through the ontinuity equation:
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ρ˙(q, t) ≡ iLρ(q, t) = iq · j(q, t) . (29)
We an ontinue taking time derivatives. Then ρ¨(q, t) is given by:
ρ¨(q, t) = iq ·
∑
n
1
m
p˙n(t) e
iqxn(t) + kineti part . (30)
Using p˙n/m = −∂V ({xi})/∂xn and that Eq. (25) an be
rewritten as
V ({xi}) = 1
2
∫
d3x
∫
d3x′ υ(x− x′) ρ(x)ρ(x′)
=
1
2V
∑
q
υ˜(q)ρ∗(q) ρ(q) (31)
it is easy to prove that:
ρ¨(q, t) =
1
2V
∑
q1,q2
′w0(q, q1, q2) ρ(q1, t) ρ(q2, t) + kineti part (32)
with the bare and time-independent vertex:
w0(q, q1, q2) = q · [q1υ˜(q1) + q2υ˜(q2)] . (33)
Here we have used that the Fourier transform υ˜(q) of the pair potential
is real and
∑′
denotes summation suh that q1+q2 = q. The result Eq. (32)
reveals that the fore ρ¨(q, t) ontains ontributions from a pair of modes,
whih are oupled by the bare vertex w0. It is rather obvious that the use of
a r-body interation would yield a ontribution ρ(q1, t)ρ(q2, t) · . . . · ρ(qr, t).
Consequently, the fore ρ¨(q, t) must be slow, as well. By ontinuing this
proedure one obtains a set of slow variables. In the following, however, we
will restrit ourself onto the two variables ρ(q, t) and j(q, t) = q ·j(q, t)/q(q =
|q|), the longitudinal urrent density. But we have to keep in mind that
ρ¨(q, t) also is slow. Having hosen ρ(q) and j(q) (at t = 0) as slow variables
one an apply the Mori-Zwanzig projetion formalism [40, 41℄ to derive an
exat equation of motion for the normalized intermediate sattering funtion
Φ(q, t) = S(q, t)/S(q) with
S(q, t) =
1
N
〈ρ(q, t)∗ρ(q)〉 = 1
N
〈ρ∗(q)e−iLt ρ(q)〉 (34)
where we used the hermitiity of L. S(q) is the stati struture fator whih
depends on the thermodynamial variables T, n, et. The exat Mori-Zwanzig
equation for Φ(q, t) reads:
Φ¨(q, t) +Ω2q Φ(q, t) +
t∫
0
dt′M(q, t− t′)Φ˙(q, t′) = 0 (35)
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with the memory kernel:
M(q, t) =
1
N
m
kBT
1
q2
〈ρ¨(q)∗Qe−iQLQtQρ¨(q)〉 (36)
and the mirosopi frequenies:
Ωq =
(
kBT
m
q2
S(q)
)1/2
. (37)
The initial ondition is Φ(q, 0) = 1, and Φ˙(q, 0) = 0 for all q. The result
Eq. (35) makes obvious that the problem to alulate Φ(q, t) has been shifted
to the alulation of M(q, t), whih seems to be hopeless, as well. But this
is not really true. In ontrast to Φ it is possible to approximate the memory
kermelM . M(q, t) is the orrelation funtion of the fores Q ρ¨(q), however,
with the redued Liouvillian L′ = QLQ. Q is the projetor (see below)
whih projets perpendiular to both slow variables ρ(q) and j(q). Sine
ρ¨(q) ontains a oupled pair of modes ρ(q1) ρ(q2) (f. Eq. (32)) and beause
Qρ(q1) ρ(q2) 6= 0, the fore Qρ¨(q) still ontains a slow part. This suggests
to use the following approximation [27℄:
Qρ¨(q)→ Q|ρ¨(q)〉 ≈ PQ|ρ¨(q)〉 (38)
where P is the projetor onto pairs of modes:
P =
∑
q1q2,q′1q
′
2
g(q1q2; q
′
1q
′
2)|ρ(q1)ρ(q2)〉〈ρ(q′1)∗ρ(q′2)∗| (39)
and g is determined suh that P2 = P . The reader should note that we have
introdued a bra- and ket-notation 〈| and |〉, respetively, like in quantum
mehanis. This an be done sine the anonial average 〈A∗B〉 of two phase
spae funtions A∗ and B an be interpreted as salar produt 〈A∗|B〉. It is
the existene of this salar produt whih allows to introdue projetors. Sub-
stituting Eq. (38) and Eq. (39) into Eq. (36) relatesM(q, t) to the orrelation
funtion
〈ρ(q′3)∗ρ(q′4)∗|e−iL
′t|ρ(q1)ρ(q2)〉 . (40)
This relationship involves g(q1q2; q
′
1q
′
2)g(q3q4; q
′
3q
′
4) and 〈ρ¨(q)∗Q|ρ(q3)ρ(q4)〉
〈ρ(q′1)∗ρ(q′2)∗|Qρ¨(q1)〉 whih are stati quantities. Now, the ruial approx-
imation is the fatorization of the orrelator Eq. (40) and simultaneously
replaing L′ by L:
〈ρ(q′3)∗ρ(q′4)∗|e−iL
′t|ρ(q1)ρ(q2)〉 ≈
≈ [〈ρ(q1)∗|e−iLt|ρ(q1)〉 〈ρ(q2)∗|e−iLt|ρ(q2)〉δq′
3
q1 δq′4q2 +
+(1←→ 2)]
= N2S(q1)S(q2) Φ(q1, t)Φ(q2, t)[δq′
3
q1 δq′4q2 + δq′3q2 δq′4q1 ] . (41)
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The ondition P2 = P implies that g(q1q2; q′1q′2) is the inverse of the
matrix (〈ρ(q′1)∗ρ(q′2)∗ρ(q1)ρ(q2)〉). Sine this matrix equals the orrelator
Eq. (40) at t = 0 it is approximated by the r.h.s. of Eq. (41), at t = 0. Using
this approximation one immediately nds:
g(q1, q2; q
′
1, q
′
2) ≈ (4N2S(q1)S(q2))−1[δq′1q1 δq′2q2 + δq′1q2 δq′2q1 ] . (42)
UsingQ = 1−P = 1−(N S(q))−1|ρ(q)〉〈ρ(q)∗|−(NkBT/m)−1|j(q)〉〈j(q)∗|
the stati orrelation 〈ρ¨(q)∗Q|ρ(q1)ρ(q2)〉 an be expressed as follows [27℄:
〈ρ¨(q)∗Q|ρ(q1)ρ(q2)〉 = N kBT
m
S(q1)S(q2){−nq · [q1c(q1) + q2c(q2)] +
+ q2[1− 〈ρ(q)∗ρ(q1)ρ(q2)〉/(N S(q)S(q1)S(q2))]} δq1+q2,q (43)
where we introdued the diret orrelation funtion c(q) dened by S(q) =
[1 − nc(q)]−1. Substituting Eqs. (38)-(43) into Eq. (36) yields nally the
MCT-approximation for the memory kernel:
M(q, t) ≈ νq δ(t) +Ω2qm(q, t) (44)
m(q, t) =
1
2V
∑
q1,q2
′ V (q, q1, q2)Φ(q1, t)Φ(q2, t) (45)
with the positive verties:
V (q, q1, q2) =
1
n
S(q)S(q1)S(q2) q
−4{nq · [q1c(q1) + q2c(q2)]−
−q2[1− 〈ρ(q)∗ρ(q1)ρ(q2)〉/(N S(q)S(q1)S(q2))]}2. (46)
The rst term on the r.h.s of Eq. (44) aounts for the fast part of the
fore Qρ¨(q) leading to a fritional ontribution.
The equations Eqs. (35), (37) and (44)- (46) are the mode oupling
equations. Due to the MCT-approximation they are a losed set of integro-
dierential equations for the normalized orrelator Φ(q, t) with initial on-
ditions Φ(q, 0) ≡ 1 and Φ˙(q, 0) ≡ 0, beause of time reversal symmetry.
As an input they only need the stati two-point orrelator S(q) (or equiva-
lently the diret orrelation funtion c(q)), the stati three point orrelator
〈ρ(q)∗ρ(q1) ρ(q2)〉 and the fritional onstants νq. νq whih an only be deter-
mined from kineti theory does not inuene the glassy behavior. Therefore
it an be put to zero. The remaining stati two- and three point orrelators
S(q) = 〈ρ(q)∗ρ(q)〉/N and 〈ρ(q)∗ ρ(q1) ρ(q2)〉 an be alulated for given po-
tential energy V ({xi}). This is what makes MCT a mirosopi rst priniple
theory. Here a omment is in order: MCT will be applied to the superooled
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liquid, i.e. to a temperature regime where the stable thermodynamial phase
is a rystal. In order to study the glass transition one has to use the stati
orrelators for the superooled liquid and not for the rystal. MCT allows to
predit the time dependene of the density utuations provided both stati
orrelators are known. They an be obtained either from analytial approxi-
mation shemes [40℄ or from experiments and simulations. Appliation of the
onvolution approximation [40℄:
〈ρ(q)∗ρ(q1)ρ(q2)〉 ≈ N S(q)S(q1)S(q2) δq1+q2,q (47)
leads to a further simpliation of the verties Eq. (46):
V (q, q1, q2) = nS(q)S(q1)S(q2) [q · (q1c(q1) + q2c(q2))]2/q4 (48)
whih involve S(q) (or c(q)), only. For SiO2-liquids it has been demonstrated
by Siortino and Kob [42℄ that a satisfatory agreement of, e.g. the ritial
nonergodiity parameters determined from a MD-simulation with those from
MCT is only obtained with the verties from Eq. (43) where the three-point
orrelator is not fatorized. This is rather plausible, beause SiO2 is a ova-
lent glass former with bond orientational orrelations whih are ompletely
negleted by the onvolution approximation Eq. (47).
3.2 Solutions and preditions of MCT
The main question whih arises is: How an one detet a glass transition
within MCT? The answer is rather simple. Let us use the nonergodiity pa-
rameters dened by:
f(q) = lim
t→∞
Φ(q, t) = − lim
z→∞
zΦˆ(q, z) . (49)
These parameters, whih are just the innite time limit of Φ(q, t) or the zero
frequeny limit of its Laplae transform
Φˆ(q, z) = i
∞∫
0
dtΦ(q, t)eizt , Im z > 0 (50)
an be used as glass order parameters, beause they vanish in an ergodi phase
(= liquid phase) and are nonzero in a nonergodi one, whih is interpreted as
a glass phase. To be more preise, this is true for the orrelation funtion of
the density utuations δρ(q, t) = ρ(q, t) − 〈ρ(q, t)〉, only. Sine δρ(0, t) = 0
and δρ(q, t) = ρ(q, t) for all q 6= 0, it is suient to investigate Φ(q, t). Thus
it is:
f(q) =
{
0 , liquid
> 0 , glass
(51)
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Sine Φ¨(q, t)→ 0 for t→∞, it is easy to show that Eq. (35) yields a nonlinear
set of algebrai equations for f(q):
f(q)
1− f(q) = F [f(q)] (52)
with:
F [f(q)] = 1
2V
∑
q1,q2
′ V (q, q1, q2)f(q1)f(q2) . (53)
One an prove that the long time limit f(q) is distinguished from other
possible solutions of Eq. (52), (53) by the following properties [27℄
(i) f(q) is real (sine Φ(q, t) is real)
(ii) 0 ≤ f(q) ≤ 1
(iii)If several solutions f1(q) > f2(q) ≥ f3(q) ≥ · · · exist, the long time limit
is the largest one: f(q) = f1(q) .
The positiveness of the verties is ruial for (iii).
It is obvious from Eqs. (52), (53) that f(q) ≡ 0 is always a solution.
In order to hek whether a nontrivial solution exists, let us neglet the q-
dependene for a moment. This leads to a so-alled shemati model [27℄, the
F2-model, where F [f ] = υf2, υ ≥ 0, i.e. we have to solve
1
1− f = vf
2 . (54)
For f 6= 0 this leads to a quadrati equation with solution:
f1/2 =
1
2
[1±
√
1− 4/v] . (55)
Sine f1/2 is not real for v < vc = 4, the only physial solution in this
range is f0 = 0. For v ≥ vc two real solutions f1 > f2 bifurate from the trivial
one. This senario is illustrated in Fig. 3. Hene, we get for the F2-model
f(v) =
{
0 , v < vc
1
2 [1 +
√
1− vc/v] , v ≥ vc (56)
i.e. at the ritial ontrol parameter vc = 4 the nonergodiity parameter
hanges disontinuously from zero to the ritial nonergodiity parameter
f c = f(υc) = 1/2. This type of transition is alled type-B transition, in on-
trast to a type-A transition whih is ontinuous [27℄. Suh a type-A transition
ours, e.g. for the F1-model: F [f ] = υf , υ ≥ 0.
This simple example has shown that an ergodi-to-nonergodi transition
an our at a ritial oupling onstant vc. Sine the verties V (q, q1, q2) are
positive and 0 ≤ f(q) ≤ 1, F [f(q)] will diverge in the strong oupling limit
V (q, q1, q2) → ∞. Therefore Eq. (52) an only be fullled if the nontrivial
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Fig. 3. Qualitative ontrol parameter dependene of the nonergodiity parameter
of the F2-model. f0(v) ≡ 0 is the trivial solution. At vc = 4 two new solutions f1(v)
and f2(v) bifurate.
solution onverges to one. Therefore there must be a ritial hypersurfae in
the ontrol parameter spae at whih transitions from f(q) ≡ 0 to f(q) 6= 0
happen. Beause the verties depend through S(q) on the thermodynami
variables T, n et. and inrease with dereasing T (inreasing n) there will
be a ritial temperature Tc (ritial density nc) at whih the system under-
goes an ergodi-to-nonergodi transition, i.e. a glass transition. From this we
an onlude that MCT yields a dynamial glass transition whereas stati
quantities, e.g. S(q), are not singular at Tc (or nc). Having established the
existene of a glass transition singularity, one an study the dynamis lose
to it. For large times (small frequenies) ompared to the mirosopi time
sale Ω−1q (Ωq) the Laplae transform of Eq. (35) yields with Eq. (44):
zΦˆ(q, z)
1 + zΦˆ(q, z)
= zmˆ(q, z) . (57)
Here we used νq = 0. The reader should notie that Eq. (57) does not in-
volve anymore the mirosopi frequenies Ωq. The shemati representation
of a solution of the MCT-equations Eqs. (35), (44)- (46), inluding the mi-
rosopi time regime, is shown in Figure 4. This Figure learly demonstrates
the existene of a ritial temperature Tc at whih a jump of f(q) ours.
The generi behavior lose to Tc is given by (f. also Eq. (56)):
f(q) =
{
0 , T > Tc
f c(q) + onst(Tc − T )1/2 , T ≤ Tc (58)
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T-Tc
Tc
=0.1
T-Tc
Tc
= 0.01
T >> Tc
T = Tc
T < Tc
f(q,t)
1
f (q)
c
ln t
Fig. 4. Qualitative time- and temperature-dependene of the intermediate sat-
tering funtion Φ(q, t) for xed q. The values 0.1 and 0.01 for (T − Tc)/Tc should
not be taken literally. They should only indiate that T is hosen loser and loser
to Tc.
where the onstant is q-dependent. We an observe from Figure 4 that lose
to Tc there is a time sale on whih the orrelator Φ(q, t) is lose to the ritial
nonergodiity parameter f c(q) = f(q)|
T=Tc
. This suggests the Ansatz:
Φ(q, t) = f c(q) + h(q)G(t) (59)
with |G(t)| ≪ 1. It is important to realize that the q- and t-dependene is
fatorized. This is related to the type of bifuration senario for whih the
non-degenerated largest eigenvalue of the stability matrix of the linearized
Eq. (52) beomes one. Therefore at Tc only one unstable eigenvetor ours.
The ritial amplitude h(q) is the amplitude of that eigenvetor. Substituting
Eq. (59) into Eq. (57) and expanding up to quadrati order in G one obtains:
σ + λ{−zLT [G2(t)](z)} − {−zĜ(z)}2 = 0 (60)
with the separation parameter
σ(T ) ∼= σ0(Tc − T ) =
{
< 0 , liquid
> 0 , glass
(61)
(σ0 is positive) and the exponent parameter
λ = λ[S(q)|
T=Tc
] (62)
The separation parameter is a measure of the distane from the transition
point. The importane of λ will beome lear below. Expliit expression for
σ and λ are given in Ref. [27℄.
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At the transition point, i.e. for σ = 0, the solution of Eq. (60) is the
ritial law :
G(t) ∼ t−a . (63)
where the exponent a is a solution of:
λ =
Γ 2(1− a)
Γ (1− 2a) (64)
with Γ (x) the Gamma funtion. Sine λ is uniquely determined by S(q) at
Tc it an be alulated mirosopially, from whih a follows. a is restrited
to 0 < a ≤ 1/2. For a = 0 a higher order bifuration senario ours [27℄.
To solve Eq. (60) for T 6= Tc it is onvenient to introdue a orrelation sale√|σ| by:
G(t) =
√
|σ| g±(t/tσ) , σ ≷ 0 (65)
where the time sale tσ and the master funtions g± an be obtained as
follows. Introduing Eq. (65) into Eq. (60) and using tˆ = t/tσ and zˆ = tσz
leads to:
±1/zˆ + λLT [g2±(tˆ)](zˆ) + zˆ(gˆ±(zˆ))2 = 0 (66)
whih has the solution:
g±(tˆ) ∼ tˆ−a (67)
for tˆ≪ 1, i.e. t≪ tσ, sine ±1/zˆ an be negleted due to zˆ ≫ 1. Substitution
of Eq. (67) into Eq. (65) and taking into aount that G(t) must redue for
σ → 0 to the ritial orrelator Eq. (63) allows to x tσ:
tσ(T ) ∼ |σ|− 12a ∼ |T − Tc|− 12a , T ≶ Tc . (68)
For tˆ≫ 1 one obtains [27℄:
g±(tˆ) ∼=
{√
1− λ , (+)
−Btˆb , (−) (69)
with B > 0.
Again, the positive exponent b is determined by the exponent parameter
λ:
λ =
Γ 2(1 + b)
Γ (1 + 2b)
. (70)
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Fig. 5. Φ(q, t) for xed q and a single temperature T > Tc (solid line). Both
power laws, the ritial law and the von Shweidler law, are shown as dashed lines.
The horizontal dashed line is the plateau height equal to the ritial nonergodiity
parameter fc(q)
In the liquid phase (minus sign in Eq. (69)) we obtain, besides the ritial
law Eq. (63) a seond power law, the so-alled von Shweidler law. Substi-
tuting g−(tˆ) from Eq. (69) into Eq. (65) leads to
G(t) ∼ (t/τ(T ))b (71)
with the seond time sale:
τ(T ) ∼ |σ|− 12b tσ ∼ (T − Tc)−γ , T ≥ Tc (72)
and the exponent
γ =
1
2a
+
1
2b
. (73)
The von Shweidler law, Eq. (71), is valid for tˆ ≫ 1, i.e. t ≫ tσ(T ) and
t ≪ τ(T ) beause of |G(t)| ≪ 1. Both power laws are shown in Figure 5.
The ritial law desribes the relaxation to the plateau value f c(q) and f(q)
above and below Tc, respetively, and the von Shweidler law the initial deay
from the plateau for T > Tc. Both time sales tσ and τ exhibit power law
divergene at Tc. τ diverges faster than tσ, due to γ > /1(2a) (see Fig. 6).
These fasinating results proven by Götze in 1984 [43℄ and 1985 [44℄ were
absolutely new. The time range t0 ≪ t ≪ τ(T ) (t0 is a mirosopi time
sale ∼ Ω−1q ) whih inludes both power laws have been alled (fast) β-
relaxation. It has a simple physial explanation. If the temperature is low
enough eah partile feels a age on a time sale tσ. The rst relaxation
step (ritial law) is a relaxation within the age and the seond one (von
Shweidler law) is related to the opening of the age for t ≫ tσ whih
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Fig. 6. Qualitative T-dependene of both relaxation times tσ(T ) and τ (T ) whih
exhibit power law divergene at Tc
is the initial stage of the strutural relaxation. The fat that the q- and t-
dependene of the orrelators fatorize in the β-regime is one of the highly
nontrivial preditions of MCT whih has not been found before in ondensed
matter physis. Numerous experiments [12℄ (see also the ontribution by U.
Buhenau in this monograph), and omputer simulations [13, 14, 15℄ have
given onsistent results with regard to these MCT-preditions.
What remains is to study the dynamis for t of the order or muh larger
than τ(T ) whih is alled α-relaxation. There the fatorization does not hold
anymore. Therefore one has to solve Eq. (57). This an only be done nu-
merially. But there is one important feature, whih is the sale invariane of
Eq. (57). This means that a sale transformation t→ t ·y, Φ(q, t)→ Φ(q, t ·y)
or z → z ·y−1 , Φˆ(q, z)→ yΦˆ(q, z ·y−1) leaves Eq. (57) invariant. This allows
to introdue a q-dependent master funtion Φq(t˜) suh that
Φ(q, t;T ) = Φq(t/τ(T )) (74)
i.e. the time and temperature dependene of Φ appears only in the om-
bination t/τ(T ). Eq. (74) is well-known in the glass siene as the time-
temperature superposition priniple. The master funtion Φq(t˜) an be de-
termined from a numerial solution of Eq. (57). The validity of Eq. (57) and
Eq. (74) has also been test experimentally [12℄ and by omputer simulations
[13, 15℄.
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4 MICROSCOPIC THEORY: REPLICA THEORY
In 1996 Mézard and Parisi [45℄ have presented a replia theory for the stru-
tural glass transition. This theory has been inspired by spinglass theory [1, 2℄.
Kirkpatrik, Thirumalai and Wolynes rst notied the analogy between sp-
inglass and strutural glass transitions [8℄. In 1987 they have shown that
mean-eld spin glass models with a one-step replia symmetry breaking [2℄
exhibit a dynamial (MCT-like)glass transition at Tc and a stati one at Ts,
whih is below Tc. At Ts the ongurational entropy vanishes. Hene Ts an
be identied with TK , the Kauzmann temperature. In the next setion we
will desribe the physial piture behind this theory and its thermodynami
formulation. The seond setion then ontains the mirosopi theory whih
an be onsidered as a rst priniple approah of an earlier attempt by Singh,
Stoessel and Wolynes to desribe the glass transition by a density funtional
theory [46℄.
4.1 Thermodynamial desription
Let ρ(x) be the loal partile density of a liquid with N idential partiles
in a volume V . A theorem [47℄ guarantees that there exists a free energy
funtional F [ρ(x), T ] suh that the equilibrium phases are obtained from
δF [ρ(x), T ]
δρ(x)
= 0 (75)
F [ρ(x), T ] is not known exatly. In many ases one uses an approximation
suggested by Ramakrishnan and Youssou [48℄. Let ρ(α)(x) (T-dependene is
suppressed), α = 1, 2, 3, . . . be solutions of Eq. (75) (loal minima!) with free
energy per partile fα(T ) = F [ρ(α), T ]/N and let N (f,N, T ) be the number
of solutions with free energy f = F/N at T . The ongurational entropy per
partile Sc(f, T ) (f. 1st hapter) is dened by:
N (f,N, T ) = exp[NSc(f, T )] . (76)
At high temperature the equilibrium phase is given by the uniform density
solution ρ(x) ≡ n = N/V of Eq. (75). Inspired by mean eld spin glasses
with a disontinuous transition, Mézard and Parisi [49, 50℄ assume that at
the MCT-temperature Tc an exponential number of solutions ρ
(α)(x) our
for f between f
min
(T ) and f
max
(T ), i.e.
Sc(f, T ) > 0 , fmin(T ) < f < fmax(T ) . (77)
Above f
max
(T ) and below f
min
(T ) it is Sc(f, T ) = 0. This situation is il-
lustrated in Figure 7. Sc(f, T ) varies smoothly with T and is onave in f ,
i.e. ∂2Sc(f, T )/∂f
2 < 0. The ruial assumption is that Sc(f ;T ) vanishes at
f
min
(T ) with nite slope:
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Fig. 7. Shemati illustration of the free energy landsape. For f
min
< f < f
max
(T )
there are exponentially many loal minima in an energy interval of width ∆f (two
of them, ρα(x) and ρβ(x), are shown expliitly). Above fmax(T ) and below fmin(T )
there are at most an algebrai number of minima.
∂Sc
∂f
(f
min
, T ) <∞ (78)
(see Figure 8). At low temperatures (below Tc) the partition funtion Z(T,N)
an be written as a sum over the individual loal minima:
Z(T,N) = exp[−βNΦ(T )] ∼=
∑
α
exp[−βNfα(T,N)] (79)
whih beomes for N large
Z(T,N) ≈
fmax(T )∫
fmin(T )
df exp{−N [βf − Sc(f, T )]}b . (80)
The main ontribution to this integral omes from the minimum solution
f∗(T ) of the free energy
Φ(f, T ) = f − TSc(f, T ) , (81)
i.e.
Φ(T ) = min
f
Φ(f, T ) = f∗(T )− TSc(f∗(T ), T ) . (82)
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The Boltzmann onstant is put to one. Now, there are two possibilities. First,
for temperatures below Tc but high enough f
∗(T ) will be within the interval
[f
min
(T ), f
max
(T )]. Then f∗(T ) follows from the solution of ∂Φ(f, T )/∂f = 0.
Using Eq. (81) this yields:
1
T
=
∂Sc
∂f
(f, T ) (83)
(see Fig. 8a). Seond, f∗(T ) will derease with dereasing T and will get stuk
at f
min
(T ) (see Fig. 8b). Then it is Sc(f
∗(T ), T ) = 0 and
Φ(T ) = f
min
(T ). (84)
If we denote by s0(T ) the slope of ∂Sc/∂f at fmin(T ) :
s0(T ) =
∂Sc
∂f
(f
min
(T ), T ) <∞ (85)
this will happen at a temperature Ts > 0 with
1
Ts
= s0(Ts) . (86)
Sine Sc vanishes at Ts it is idential to the Kauzmann temperature TK . The
reader should note that the existene of a nonzero Kauzmann temperature
and aordingly the existene of a stati glass transition at TK relies on the
nite value of s0(T ) for all temperatures, inluding zero.
Now, it is the major goal to alulate the free energy Φ(T ) and the ong-
urational entropy below TK . This an be done by a trik. Instead of taking one
system one hooses m replias whih are weakly oupled to eah other with
oupling onstant ε [49, 50, 51℄. In the glass phase, i.e. below TK this small
oupling will fore all systems into the same loal minimum α. Therefore the
orresponding partition funtion is given by:
Zm(T,N) ≈
fmax(T )∫
fmin(T )
df exp{−N [mβf − Sc(f, T )]} (87)
in analogy to Eq. (80). The saddle point ondition Eq. (83) is:
m
T
=
∂Sc
∂f
(f, T ) . (88)
If we allow m to take any real positive value, it is obvious that Eq.( 88) has
a solution f∗m(T ) > fmin(T ) if m < 1 is small enough, even if f
∗
m=1(T ) =
f
min
(T ). Then the free energy Φ(m,T ) is given by:
Φ(m,T ) = min
f
[mf − TSc(f, T )] . (89)
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Fig. 8. Shemati f-dependene of the ongurational entropy Sc(f, T ). (a) TK <
T < Tc where f
∗(T ) is between f
min
(T ) and f
max
(T ), (b) T ≤ TK where f
∗(T )
oinides with f
min
(T ). Note that the slope of the tangent (whih must equal 1/T )
in (a) is smaller than in (b). The dashed line in part (a) shows the slope of the
tangent at f
min
(T ).
Next, it is easy to prove that Φ(m,T ) and the free energy per partile of the
repliated system:
φ(m,T ) =
1
m
Φ(m,T ) (90)
allows to alulate f(T ) and Sc(T ):
f(T ) =
∂Φ(m,T )
∂m
(91)
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Sc(T ) =
m2
T
∂φ(m,T )
∂m
. (92)
Hene, the knowledge of Φ(m,T ) allows to determine f and Sc. Inreasing m
towards one there will be a ritial value 0 ≤ m∗(T ) ≤ 1 at whih f∗m(T ) =
f
min
(T ). A shemati representation of the m− T phase diagram is given in
Fig. 9. There are two phases: a liquid phase above the solid line. For T > TK
it is a liquid where the replias beome unorrelated for ε → 0 whereas for
T < TK and m < m
∗(T ) it is moleular liquid where the partiles of the m
replia form moleules even for ε→ 0. Below the solid line there is a glass
phase. Sine Sc(T ) = 0 in the glass phase, Eq. (92) implies that φ(m,T ) is
independent on m, i.e. it is:
φ(m,T ) = φ(1, T ) (93)
for all m ≥ m∗(T ) and T < TK . On the other hand φ(m,T ) is ontinuous at
the liquid-glass phase boundary m∗(T ):
φ
liquid
(m∗(T ), T ) = φ
glass
(m∗(T ), T ) (94)
ombining Eq. (93) and Eq. (94) one arrives at the important result:
Φ(T ) ≡ φ(1, T ) = φ
liquid
(m∗(T ), T ) . (95)
Due to Eq. (95) one an alulate the free energy Φ(T ) of the physial system
from the free energy of the replia system in its liquid phase, despite T < TK .
Sine there are powerful tehniques for the alulation of the liquid free energy
[40℄ the relationship Eq. (95) allows to alulate Φ(T ) from φ(m,T ) and
the latter also allows to determine the ongurational entropy Sc(f, T ) from
Eq. (91) and Eq. (92) by eliminating m.
4.2 Mirosopi desription
In the last setion we have shown that the free energy Φ(T ) and the ong-
urational entropy Sc(f, T ) an be obtained from Φ(m,T ), the free energy of
a replia system in its liquid phase. Now we will desribe how this an be
performed from rst priniples.
The potential energy of a N-partile system in a volume V may be given
by pair potentials v(x):
V (x1, . . . ,xN ) =
∑
i<j
v(xi − xj) . (96)
Let us onsiderm idential systems (replias) whih are weakly oupled by an
attrative pair potential w(xai −xbj), whih is onsidered to be short ranged.
Then the total potential energy is given by:
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Fig. 9. Phase diagram of the replia system in the m-T-spae. Solid line separates
the liquid from the glass phase (see also text). The dashed line within the liquid
phase separates the atomi liquid for T > TK ≃ 0.5 from the moleular liquid
for T < TK . The urved part of the solid line is m
∗(T ).
V εm({xai }) =
m∑
a=1
V (xa1 , . . . ,x
a
N ) + ε
∑
a<b
∑
i<j
w(xai − xbj) (97)
where xai is the position of partile i in replia a and ε ≥ 0 is an innitesimal
oupling onstant. Note, that w breaks the replia permutational symmetry.
It ats like a symmetry breaking magneti eld in ase of a ferromagnet. For
ε > 0 the thermodynami limit N →∞ fores the replias into the same loal
minima. Taking the limit ε → ∞ afterwards leaves the replias in the same
state for T < TK and makes them unorrelated for T > TK (f. disussion
in setion 4.1). Therefore for T < TK and ε > 0 it is (using an appropriate
labelling of the partiles):
x1i ≈ x2i ≈ · · · ≈ xmi (98)
Therefore we an introdue enter of mass oordinates X i of an m-atomi
moleule and relative oordinates uai suh that
xai = Xi + u
a
i (99)
where
X i =
1
m
m∑
a=1
xai (100)
and uai has to full the N onstraints:
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m∑
a=1
uai = 0 (101)
for all i.
The lassial partition funtion (ongurational part) is given by:
Zεm(T,N) =
1
N !
∫ ∏
i,a
ddxai exp[−βV εm({xai })] (102)
where d is the spatial dimension. Making use of Eq. (99) this leads to
Zεm(T,N) =
1
N !
∫ ∏
i
ddXi
∫ ∏
i,a
dduai (103)
d∏
i=1
(
mdδ
(∑
a
uai
))
exp[−βV εm({Xi}, {uai })]
where the δ-funtion aounts for the onstraints Eq. (101). Due to Eq. (98),
it is |uai | ≪ 1. Therefore a harmoni approximation an be applied whih
yields:
Zεm(T,N) = Zm(T,N)
∼= 1
N !
∫ ∏
i
ddXi
∫ ∏
i,a
dduai ·
·
∏
i
(
mdδ
(∑
a
uai
))
· exp
{
− β
[
mV ({Xi}) +
+
1
2
∑
a
∑
iµ,jν
Miµ,jν ({Xi})(uaiµ − uajν)2
]}
(104)
where (Miµ,jν) is the Hessian matrix of V and u
a
iµ is the µ-omponent of u
a
i .
Note that we were allowed to put ε = 0, beause we already assumed that
Eq. (98) holds. Using an integral representation of the δ-funtion the integral
with respet to uaiµ are Gaussian and an be performed whih involves
[ Nd∏
k=1
λk({Xi})
]1/2[ Nd∏
k=1
λk({Xi})
]−m/2
= exp
[
−m− 1
2
Tr ln(Miµ,jν({Xi}))
]
(105)
where λk are the eigenvalues of (Miµ,jν). The result an be brought into the
following form:
Zm(T,N) ∼= (cm(T ))NZ1(T/m,N)
〈
exp
[
−m− 1
2
Tr ln(Miµ,jν ({Xi}))
]〉
(T/m)
(106)
where:
cm(T ) = m
d
2 (2piT )
d
2
(m−1) . (107)
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Z1(T/m,N) is the partition funtion of the original system, but at a temper-
ature T/m and 〈(·)〉 denotes averaging with respet to exp[−βmV ({Xi})]/Z1
(T/m,N). In a next step one uses the approximation:〈
exp
[
· · ·
]〉
≈ exp
[
− m− 1
2
〈Tr ln(Miµ,jν({Xi}))〉
]
. (108)
The r.h.s. of Eq. (108) ould be alulated if the density distribution of the
eigenvalues would be known, whih is not the ase. Therefore, some more ap-
proximations are neessary. We will not present these tehnial manipulations
whih an be found in Ref. [50℄ but present the idea. Let us skip for a moment
the logarithm in Eq. (108). Then we have to alulate 〈Tr(Miµ,jν({Xi}))〉 =∑
i,µ
〈Miµ,iµ({Xi})〉. Sine Miµ,iµ({Xi}) =
∑
j
(∂2v/∂r2µ)(r = Xi −Xj) this
involves the average of the seond derivatives of the pair potential v(r). As-
suming that Miµ,iµ do not utuate muh one obtains nally
〈Tr(Miµ,jν ({Xi}))〉
( T
m
)
≈ N
d
∫
ddrg
(
r,
T
m
)
∇
2v(r) (109)
i.e. 〈Tr(Miµ,jν ({Xi}))]〉(T/m) an be related to the pair distribution funtion
at T/m. In a similar way one an express 〈Tr ln(Miµ,jν ({Xi}))]〉(T/m) by
g(r, T/m):
〈Tr ln(Miµ,jν({Xi}))]〉
( T
m
)
≈ NG
[
g(r;
T
m
)
]
. (110)
Using these approximations we end up with the free energy Φ(m,T ) =
−T lim
N→∞
N−1 lnZm(T,N):
βΦ(m,T ) ≈ − ln cm(T ) + Φ(T/m) + 1
2
(m− 1)G[g(r;T/m)] . (111)
This result demonstrates what has been disussed in setion 4.1. The free
energy Φ(m,T ) of the replia system is given by the free energy of the original
system (m = 1) at T/m and by a funtional G of the pair distribution funtion
of the original system, also at T/m. In the liquid phase Φ(T/m) an also be
expressed by g(r, T/m) [40℄. Therefore, up to an irrelevant term ln cm(T )
one has sueeded to express Φ(m,T ) by the pair distribution funtion at
a temperature T/m. If T is below TK , one has to hoose m small enough
in order to be in the liquid phase. As already mentioned above there are
powerful methods [40℄ to alulate g(r, T/m) for the liquid phase. Finally, the
suh obtained Φ(m,T ) allows to determine Φ(T ) and Sc(f, T ) as desribed
in setion 4.1. In Figure 10 we show Sc(f, T ) obtained by Mézard and Parisi
[49℄ for a three-dimensional system (d = 3) with density one and a soft sphere
pair potential v(r) = |r|−12. The f−dependene has the qualitatively orret
behavior, on whih the disussion in setion 4.1 has been founded. Using the
ondition Eq. (86) for the stati glass transition point with Ts ≡ TK these
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Fig. 10. Mirosopi result for Sc(f, T ) for T = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 (from left to right)
for a system with soft sphere potential (see also text).
authors obtained TK ∼= 0.194 or ΓK ∼= 1.51 for the dimensionless oupling
parameter Γ = nT−1/4. This value is in a reasonable range and is lose to
the values Γ simK
∼= 1.60 [52℄ and 1.46 [53℄ from a MD-simulation of binary
soft sphere liquids. Sine the authors of Ref. [53℄ laim that their results are
ompatible with MCT, it is not quite obvious whether the numerial values
yield Γc = nT
−1/4
c or not.
5 SUMMARY
In this artile we have reviewed phenomenologial and mirosopi theories
for the strutural glass transition. The phenomenologial approahes rely on
several assumptions whih are not proven to be orret. Although they are
onneted with appealing physial pitures their preditive power is limited.
However, one lass of them has obtained a mirosopi justiation by the
replia theory for strutural glasses [45, 49, 50℄. This theory, based on rst
priniples, predits a stati glass transition at the Kauzmann temperature TK
where the ongurational entropy Sc(T ) vanishes, as stated in the Adams-
Gibbs-theory (1st hapter). Although one an avoid the use of replias [54℄,
the replia theory has a ertain beauty beause the several equivalent glass
phases with same free energy an be desribed by opying the system m
times and introduing a weak oupling between the opies (replias). This
oupling ats as a symmetry breaking eld similar to a magneti eld for
a ferromagnet. Analytially ontinuing m to positive real numbers allows to
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relate the thermodynamial properties of the glass phase, i.e. for T < TK , to
those of the liquid phase, provided m is taken small enough with respet to
one.
Quite a dierent type of transition is obtained from mode oupling theory
[27, 28, 29℄. MCT is a dynamial theory, in ontrast to replia theory. It
provides an equation of motion for, e.g. the spatial Fourier transform Φ(q, t)
of the normalized density orrelator of a simple liquid. Extension to moleular
liquids is straightforward [15, 30, 31, 32, 33℄. MCT predits the existene of a
dynamial glass transition at a temperature Tc where the dynamis hanges
qualitatively. Above Tc the orrelator Φ deays to zero, and onverges to the
nonergodiity parameter f(q) > 0, below Tc. The nonergodiity parameters
vary disontinuously at Tc and an be interpreted as glass order parameters.
Besides this, MCT makes several new preditions. Close to Tc there exist
two saling laws, the ritial and the von Shweidler law. The orresponding
time sales tσ(T ) and τ(T ) exhibit power law divergene at Tc. For times
muh larger than a typial mirosopi time t0 and muh smaller than the α-
relaxation time sale τ(T ) the q- and t-dependene of Φ(q, t) fatorize, whih
is a very strong statement. Furthermore, all the exponents of those power
laws an be obtained from one parameter λ, only, the exponent parameter.
λ is determined by the stati orrelator S(q) at Tc. This proves the very
mirosopi nature of MCT. Although λ and therefore the exponents are
dependent on the physial system, i.e. on the interation, they are universal
for all orrelators of one system whih ouple to the density utuations [27℄.
These two mirosopi theories in some sense are omplementary to eah
other and yield two dierent glass transition points. It is interesting that the
existene of a stati and a dynamial glass transition had also been found for
mean eld spin glasses with disontinuous order parameter. There it has even
been speulated that spin glasses are quite similar to strutural glasses [8℄.
For the mean eld spin glasses both transitions are related to singularities
and our at TK and Tc with TK < Tc. Therefore both transitions are sharp.
ConerningMCT (as desribed in the 3rd hapter), sometimes alled idealized
mode oupling theory, it has been shown [35, 55, 56℄ that the singularity is
removed, due to ergodiity restoring proesses. Nevertheless, if the time sale
of these proesses is muh larger than τ(T ), one an observe in a ertain
time and temperature window the dynamial behavior as predited from
the idealized theory [27, 28, 29℄. Deviations start to emerge very lose to
Tc. This fat has some importane for the stati glass transition. For mean
eld spin glasses it was proven [57, 58℄ that the system does not relax to
equilibrium below Tc. Therefore the stati transition at TK is masked. Due
to the ergodiity restoring proesses this is not anymore true for systems with
nite range interations. Despite of that, it is by far not lear that there is a
minimum free energy f
min
(T ) at whih the ongurational entropy Sc(f, T )
vanishes linearly with a slope s0(T ) = (∂Sc/∂f)(fmin(T ), T ) < ∞. This is
a very strong assumption whih may not be fullled in general. For real
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systems, i.e. in nite dimensions, with short range interations the physial
piture desribed in setion 4.1 probably does not hold, i.e. there are not
an exponential number of states with density ρ(α)(x) and innite life time.
However, there might exist systems with large enough frustration being lose
to the idealized situation, at least on a nite time sale. The same holds for
MCT. For instane, the ergodiity restoring proesses seem to be extremely
weak for olloidal systems. Indeed it has been shown that the dynamis of
olloids an be desribed over many deades in time by MCT [59℄.
Independent on whether the singularities of both mirosopi theories ex-
ist or not, the progress whih has been made is signiant, this is partiularly
true for MCT. The number of experiments and simulations [12, 13, 14, 15℄
(see also the ontribution by U. Buhenau in this monograph) having found
onsisteny with the MCT-preditions in an appropriately hosen time and
temperature interval is enormous, despite the deviations very lose to Tc. One
may hope that the few tests [60℄ of replia theory may be ontinued in order to
hek its validity in more detail. And an extension inluding time-dependene
would be desirable as well.
Both theories probably desribe idealized situations only. As mentioned
above MCT has been extended [55, 56℄ to inlude ergodiity restoring pro-
esses. But this extended version has not really been tested, beause it is
rather involved. Desribing the ergodiity restoring proesses by a single pa-
rameter δ there was a omparison with experimental data whih is satisfa-
tory [61℄. Whether replia theory an be extended in ase that the singularity
is spurious is not lear. Suh an extension might also lead to a muh more
ompliated mathematial struture. In that ase it might be muh better to
restrit to the idealized version, whih holds for both theories.
Nevertheless there are still many hallenging problems left. Let us mention
some of them:
(i) further investigations of similarities and dissimilarities between systems
with and without quenhed disorder
(ii) glass transition in lattie gas models [62℄
(iii) onnetion between the potential energy landsape properties [16, 17,
18℄ with MCT and replia theory; e.g. it has been shown that the saddle
index vanishes at the MCT-temperature Tc [63℄
(iv) investigation of models with trivial statis whih may not exhibit a stati
glass transition but a MCT-like one [64℄
(v) investigations of models without or weak stati orrelations [65℄, where
replia theory and MCT (in its present form) do not yield a glass transi-
tion, although found in simulations [66℄
(vi) nonequilibrium behavior (aging)
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